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What is aWindow 2?
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• A Window 2 is a static column to the right side of the page next the dynamic navigation menu.


• A Window 2 can be used for any components,but works best for Resources like:
• Links, Downloads,PDFs, Schedules, Academic Links, etc.


• The Window 2 will remain on the right side for the entire page,so the rest of your content in Window 1 will not be able to move into that section.
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How to Add aWindow 2

1 1. On the page you want
to change your columns, click “Edit Page.”
 
2

2. Click greenAddWindow button.

3. A tab forWindow 2 will	3 appear.

4. Now you can add any

Components to this window Separately.
- Switch between window #1 & #2 by clicking on the tabs.
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5. If you decide to delete	5 Window 2, make sure there are
no components you wish to	3 keep, then click Delete.




HOW IS A COMPONENT DIFFERENT FROMAWINDOW 2?





01


A Component allows you to use the full page, dividing the page into percentages however you want. You are not tied to only 2 sections.
 02


The width of the webpage is 100% total.
 03


Note: It may make take time to play with and reorganize the order of your components to fit the page the way you like.
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This component takes up the full EXAMPLE	width of the page (100%).


























These components take up 33% of the page each.
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 When you create a component, you can change how much of the webpage width you want it to take up. A full horizontal line across must add up to 100%.

 To change it,you can choose your value in the dropdown when you first create the component,OR later when viewing the list from the Edit page.
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 You may only edit one at a

time.

Be sure to click the blue

Save button next to each


component every time you


change a value.
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